How can Achieving Early support you to use Early Years
Pupil Premium in the most effective way?
The Achievement for All Achieving Early programme is

designed to support settings to improve outcomes for
the lowest achieving 20% in your setting.

We are uniquely positioned to collect and record
evidence data that can be used to demonstrate impact
for the spending of the Early Years Pupil Premium, and
can be fully funded from this source.

We tailor our approach to meet the specific needs of
each and every setting and four years of practice
shows it is not only the whole setting that benefits
from our involvement, but the families and wider
professionals that surround the individual child.

But don’t just take our word for it
“There are many courses and training which boast how they support settings to
engage with parents of vulnerable children, this actually does. I really believe this
training will enable our setting to make a difference to these children and bridge the
gap in their development by using the skills and techniques offered.”
- Coventry Setting Manager

01635 279499
achievingearly@.afa3as.org.uk
www.afa3as.org.uk/achievingearly

EYPP criteria

How Achieving Early can help

Identifying vulnerable
groups

Our programme works with you to identify the children
who are at most risk and work with them and their families to improve outcomes

Planning for individual
needs

The programme provides comprehensive training for
practitioners and managers to support effective planning
to meet children’s individual needs.

Tracking progress

Our Achieving Early tracking system enables you to
monitor children’s progress, identify next steps in learning and evidence how you are closing the gap.

Working with parents

We will train you in the evidence based parental engagement system ‘Taking Time for Talk’ which supports
parents to confidently engage in their child’s learning.

Improve standards of
practice

Our programme is tailored to the individual needs of the
setting and includes access to a wide variety of online
and face to face training modules.

Meeting Ofsted criteria

Your coach will work with you to move towards meeting
the Ofsted criteria for Outstanding practice and evidence
this at your inspection.

The new SEND code of
practice

Our programme includes a specific element around
working with others. You will be supported to implement
the new SEND code of practice and work in partnership
with parents and other professionals.

Supporting selfimproving practice

Regular network events are set up to enable you to
share effective practice and learn from each other.

